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CPA ElderCare/PrimePlus Services:
A Practitioner's Resource Guide
Your plush office may send a message of
success to many of your clients. For some
clients, however, your decor may present
difficulties, thereby weakening your relation
ship with them. Learn about this issue and
other issues important to providing the best
service to older clients.

5

A Small Company Defined Benefit
Plan—Cutting Taxes for the Very
Successful Self-Employed
Most of your self-employed clients probably
to them that can also reduce their taxes.

7

New Publication! Disaster Pre
paredness: A Guide to Financial

Issues
7

Update Your E-Mail Address Today!
How to ensure you don't miss out on the
benefits of your PFP membership.

8

Getting the Most Out of the 2005
Personal Financial Planning
Conference
Some tips on ensuring you get your return
on your investment of time and money.

The Seven Deadly Sins of
Professional Money Managers
By Christopher Carosa, CTFA

Affluent investors are often conservative long-term investors because (1) their investment
portfolios have a time horizon exceeding five years and (2) they want to act with prudence
with regard to the nature of their investments. The affluent investor can meet these two
needs by avoiding investment philosophies that commit any one of the "seven deadly sins of
professional money managers." The following summary will help professional money man
agers to avoid these deadly sins.

1. Income obsession
Professional money managers often unknowingly hurt the long-term interests of investors by
unduly emphasizing income-oriented securities at the expense of total investment return.
Over the long term, total return investments tend to achieve higher rates of return than
income-oriented investments. Investment data for the 60 years ending in 1995 show the
Standard 8 Poor's (S&P) 500 had a long-term average return of 10.5 percent while long-term
corporate bonds had an average annual return of only 5.7 percent.
To avoid this sin, the investment philosophy must recognize the practical investment goals.
The affluent investor must avoid the traditional goal of income generation because it no
longer applies. Income-oriented philosophies cannot be tolerated unless they deliberately
take total investment return into consideration. By focusing on total return, the affluent
investor should increase the likelihood of meeting the chosen investment goal and, in turn,
attaining the particular life dream.

2. Mistaken risk
Professional money managers have faith in risk management even though no statistically
valid definition of risk exists. The investment industry, piggybacking on academia, tries to
define risk in terms of volatility (the variability of investment return). This practice often
results in the use of risk-adjusted measurements that have come to represent an industryaccepted excuse for underperformance. In fact, volatility weighs above-average performance
(a good thing) the same as it weighs below-average performance (a bad thing). This practice
begs the question, is some risk good risk while other risk is bad risk?
To avoid this sin, the affluent investor must choose an investment philosophy that fully rec
ognizes that most forms of risk management represent a siren song for the long-term
investor. The investment philosophy should use industry standard benchmarks like the S&P
500 (or Wilshire 5000) and the Consumer Price Index (CPI) to explain the risk associated
Continued on next page
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with that philosophy. Most important, the
investor should avoid investment philoso
phies that contain complex statistics such as
those used in regression analysis, unless
they focus exclusively on semi-variance (or
downside risk). The affluent investor should
remember that industry standard risk meas
urements can lead to false or damaging
investment decisions. The conservative long
term investor cannot be led astray by
attempts to measure short-term volatility.

3. Bond insecurity
The investment industry and academic theo
ry have long held that bonds reduce the
volatility of a portfolio. In fact, since the
1970s, the bond market has been just as
volatile as the stock market and long-term
returns on equities have outpaced those of
bonds. (For the 20 years ending in 1995, the
average annual return of long-term govern
ment bonds was 10.45 percent versus 14.59
percent for the S&P 500.) Furthermore,
stocks and bonds tended to move in opposite
directions 30 years ago, but today they gen
erally move in the same direction.
To avoid this sin, the affluent investor must
choose investment philosophies that rarely, if
ever, invest in long-term bonds. By avoiding
long-term bonds, conservative long-term
investors increase the probability of meeting
their goal-oriented target (GOT). Stocks have
exhibited more favorable long-term growth
than have bonds. Unfortunately, many trust
documents restrict beneficiaries to invest
ment income. These trust documents leave
individual trustees with little or no option but
to place fixed-income securities in the portfo
lio. Those who act as individual trustees for
these types of trusts cannot avoid this sin
but should understand the effect the trust
document has on investment policy and the
future growth of the trust. These individual
trustees should be prepared to document
why fixed-income securities must be includ
ed in the trust portfolio and why the inclusion
of these securities will likely impede asset
growth over the long term.

4. Diversification
Overdiversification, as well as underdiversifi
cation, can damage long-term investment

returns. Nothing dramatizes this more than
investors who purchase as few as two or
three different mutual funds for the sake of
diversification. These investors almost guar
antee that they will consistently under per
form the market because they end up owning
a de facto index fund while paying a higher
management fee than they would have if
they had just purchased an index fund. Any
investment philosophy under consideration
by the affluent investor must take measures
to ensure that portfolios do not suffer from
overdiversification. Affluent investors will find
this strategy benefits their portfolios because
overdiversification increases portfolio trading
costs and makes it more difficult to meet the
GOT.

5. Asset misallocation
Very few professional money managers will
admit that asset allocation is nothing more
than a fancy name for market timing and
guarantees nothing. It seems as if a cottage
industry of consultants has emerged as a
result of the investment industry's addiction
to asset allocation. The industry likes it
because it yields impressive graphs and col
orful charts investors can easily understand.
In reality, the theory behind asset allocation
is neither predictive nor consistent over time.

To avoid this sin, the affluent investor must
avoid investment philosophies that employ
the traditional stock-bond-cash asset alloca
tion. In addition, the affluent investor should
avoid using seemingly more sophisticated
asset allocation models that attempt to con
coct an optimized mix of arbitrarily defined
large-capitalization, mid-capitalization, small
capitalization, domestic, international, and
global equity asset classes. Instead, the con
servative long-term investor should choose
an investment philosophy that makes alloca
tions primarily across equity sectors through
fundamental security analysis. No one can
successfully time the market with consisten
cy. Asset allocation means trying to time the
market. In the spring of 1975, Nobel Prize
winning finance Professor William F. Sharpe
showed in an article published by the
Financial Analysts Review, that while an
investor can get better returns by timing the
market, that investor would have to predict
Continued on next page
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correctly when to switch in and out of stocks
70 percent of the time. More recently
(January/February 2001), Financial Analysts
Journal published a study covering the years
1926-1999. This study updated and con
firmed Sharpe's earlier work and further cau
tioned, "As the holding period increases, the
needed accuracy also increases."

Most ominously, several studies warn the
biggest risk of market timing involves being
out of the market at crucial moments. In
Investments, Analysis, and Management,
Eighth Edition, Charles Jones states, "Over a
recent 40-year period, investors who missed
the 34 best months for stocks would have
seen an initial $1,000 investment grow to
only $4,492 instead of $86,650." Missing
only a few significant days will result in long
term investment performance that trails
behind even a bank savings account.

Many affluent investors will find that, in one
way or another, trust documents (or their
equivalent) may require some form of asset
allocation. For example, a trust document
may require the investment portfolio to invest
in a fixed percentage of stocks and bonds.
(So-called balanced portfolios generally
invest 50 to 60 percent of portfolio assets in
stocks and 40 to 50 percent of portfolio
assets in bonds.) Furthermore, trust docu
ments may assign a specific use for invest
ment income; this also requires the trustee to
practice some form of asset allocation. When
the affluent investor who acts as an individ
ual trustee has no choice in the matter, he or
she should document why the portfolio has
invested in fixed-income assets and the neg
ative impact those investments may have on
the long-term growth of the portfolio.

6. Modem portfolio theory:
no longer modern?
The capital asset pricing model, the Nobel
Prize-winning financial theory used by many
investment professionals to help them decide
how to invest client assets, is like driving for
ward by looking in the rearview mirror.
Investing is not a science, no matter how
many statistical graphs one has. Past results
can never guarantee future results. Affluent
investors cannot allow themselves to be
deluded by academic theory. They must rely

solely on practical considerations. Therefore,
they must pick an investment philosophy that
does not use any of the techniques or any
software that employs the capital asset pric
ing model. Affluent investors must seek
investment philosophies that rely on funda
mental analysis to classify qualified securi
ties. No affluent investor or professional
money manager can predict the future by
analyzing the past.

7. Arbitrage pricing theory:
repacking a failure
Past results can never guarantee future
results, no matter how many rearview mir
rors one has. Refining formulas to make them
more statistically precise does not add prac
tical value; garbage in still means garbage
out. Affluent investors must realize the true
problem of modern portfolio theory is not that
it needs further refinement, but that it cannot
be used to predict the future. The affluent
investor should avoid an investment philoso
phy that tries to translate any academic the
ory into industry practice. While this is a fas
cinating intellectual exercise, it offers no
guaranteed positive results in helping to
reach any designated investment goal.
Describing the past in greater detail does not
permit one to predict the future.

CHRISTOPHER CAROSA, CTFA,
is president of Carosa, Stanton &
DePaolo Asset Management, LLC, a
registered investment adviser, and the
Bullfinch Fund, a registered investment
company. He earned a B.S. in Physics
and Astronomy from Yale University and
an MBA in finance and marketing from
the University of Rochester's Simon
School. He currently serves as an
adjunct faculty member of Medaille
College, where he teaches finance plan
ning courses. A recognized lecturer and
researcher in Behavorial Economics, he
has more than 20 years of practical
industry experience specializing in trust
and investment management. A popularspeaker, he has appeared nationally in
CNN and the New York Times and is
author of "Due Diligence: The Individual
Trustee's Guide to Monitoring and
Selecting a Professional Money
Manager" where he first described the
Seven Deadly Sins.

A Final Word About Risk
As noted above, mistaken risk is one of the
seven deadly sins of professional money
managers. How should an affluent investor
correctly incorporate risk tolerance into the
overall investment process? First and fore
most, he or she should never consider risk
tolerance ahead of lifetime goals and associ
ated investment goals. Risk tolerance can
skew the perceived needs of the beneficiary.
The investment goal should always be con
sidered first. Once the investment goal is
established, one can identify several invest
ment philosophies, or methods of reaching
that goal. Each method may or may not offer
a different level of risk. •

This material is adapted with permission from
Planning for the Affluent, by Richard Mayer
and Donald Levy, published by Aspen
Publishers. For more information, visit https://
www. cpa2biz.com/CS2000/Products/CPA2BIZ
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CPA ElderCare/PrimePlus Services:
A Practitioner’s Resource
By Jay H. Kaplan, MACC, CPA

Last fall, I was asked to consult on
an engagement with a local tax
attorney whose clients were in their
late 70s. Both seemed to be in rea
sonable health: The husband was
slightly hard of hearing, had previ
ously undergone cataract surgery
on both eyes, and walked at a slow
but steady pace. His wife needed
cataract surgery and, other than
that, appeared in good health.

Jay H. Kaplan,
CPA, practices from
his office in Spartenburg,

South Carolina. He is a
member of the AICPA
Eldercare Services Task

Force. Contact him at
864-489-4343 and

pwkaplan@aol. com.

We met in the attorney's down
town office. The wide, elegant
steps going up to a massive front
door were unadorned by railings
that may have been considered a
detraction to the imposing first
impression. Parking was on the side
of the building so as not to detract
from the building's street appeal.
The elegant lobby had highly pol
ished wood floors, big comfortable
downy sofas, and low, designercreated lighting. We were taken
down four steps to a conference
room, which had a wall of glass
overlooking a garden. The huge
mahogany conference table was sur
rounded by 30 armless Queen Anne
style chairs.

older clients. Almost everything
was wrong for catering to older
adult clients. First, parking was a
distance from the front door. Next,
there were no handrails up the
steps to the entrance. In addition,
the hardwood floors were so highly
polished that they reflected brilliant
light, which seemed to form pud
dles of water on the surface. The
lighting in the lobby was a drastic
change from the out-of-doors, and
the plush, comfortable seating in
both the lobby and conference room
made getting up from them difficult
for the older clients. The multilevel
office was hard to navigate and, in
the conference room, the glare from
the outside light was almost unbear
able to the older clients. While ele
gant and impressive, the firm's sta
tionery held little contrast and conse
quently was very difficult to read.

As we began our meeting, I noticed
the clients appeared distracted.
They were seated facing the glass
wall. Above them, two elegant
crystal chandeliers were reflected
on the surface of the highly pol
ished mahogany table.

Why was I aware that many design
elements this law firm was so
proud of were actually barriers to
their older adult clients? First of all,
I understand the normal aging
process and what happens physi
cally as we age. I understand what
happens to aging eyes—how shiny
surfaces have the appearance of a
still pool of water when reflecting
the light; how it takes longer for
aging eyes to adjust to changes in
light; how glare is actually painful to
the older adult's eyes; how pat
terned carpet can be confusing and
dangerous; how print size smaller
than 14 point is too small for many
of my older clients to read. I also
understand mobility—how those
soft, cushy sofas and armless
chairs are hard to get out of and
how even a few steps without
handrails are dangerous.

Although this was an elegant and
comfortable setting for me, it pre
sented major challenges for the

If you don't have an understanding
of the aging process and you have
older adult clients, the CPA

The attorney passed each of us a
packet of information, which con
tained continuing summaries of
their previous meetings. The firm's
stationery was impressive—soft
gray with black embossed lettering.

ElderCare/PrimePlus Services: A
Practitioner's Resource Guide,
Second Edition (Guide) is an invalu
able tool in making your office
"older adult friendly." The Guide
empowers the CPA with current
information in the field of aging
including an overview of aging, cur
rent demographics, myths of aging
and a test of the CPA's knowledge
of the aging process. The Guide dis
cusses age-related changes in the
body and explores Alzheimer's dis
ease and dementias.
The second edition of the Guide has
a chapter devoted to developing an
ElderCare/PrimePlus practice. Case
studies, referral sources, marketing
information, sample brochures and
documents, as well as a public rela
tions announcement, are included.
The Guide also contains a chapter
on engagement agreements. You'll
find information on approaching a
potential client, networking strate
gies, and long distance marketing.
The Guide contains chapters on
engagement understandings and
planning, quality control, and best
practices, and risk management.
This new edition also includes a
chapter on funeral planning as well
as professional standards and
reporting updates.
The Guide explores state and feder
al programs for older adults, includ
ing Medicare and Medicaid, in
detail. The Guide also addresses the
issues of financing the cost of
aging. In this section, long-term
care insurance is reviewed and the
"Shoppers' Guide to Long-Term Care
Insurance" is reproduced. Medigap
insurance is covered as well as the
standard Medigap policies available
for purchase. Eligibility for and
enrollment into the Medicare pro
gram are also discussed as well as
eligibility for Social Security bene-

Continued on page 5
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AICPA conference

Personal Financial
Planning Conference
At the 2005 Personal Financial Planning Conference — at Puerto Rico’s glorious Wyndham
El Conquistador Resort — you will find essential learning and almost endless opportunities for fun.
The conference will expand your knowledge in five distinct disciplines: Investment, Estate

JANUARY 9-12,2005

Wyndham El Conquistador
Resort and Golden Door Spa
Fajardo, Puerto Rico

Planning, Risk Management, Practice Management and Retirement & Financial Planning. CPAs
who offer financial planning as part of their client service roster — or wish to — have quite a
lot to gain by attending.
In the course of this event, you’ll learn how today’s political, social and economic events are
impacting the PFP industry; you’ll see highlights of business models that work in a CPA

firm; get the latest advanced planning trends; and learn how to coordinate a financial plan for

“non-traditional” situations.

PFS Credential Holder
Pre-Conference
Workshop:
Saturday, January 8th

When you're not in sessions, the splendor of the El Conquistador awaits you. Perched atop cliffs
overlooking the Atlantic and the Caribbean and sporting breathtaking panoramic views, this

majestic paradise offers championship golf, spa and fitness services, a private marina, shopping,
wave running, horseback riding, windsurfing, scuba diving, fishing and swimming, plus exquisite

international cuisine and a world-class casino. It’s all here.

Pre-Conference
Workshops:
Sunday, January 9th

Gold Level Sponsor —

PAYCHEX

Conference Keynote Speakers:
Barry Asmus
Senior Economist, National Center for Policy Analysis, speaks regularly on political
and business issues facing America, His optimistic and thrilling view on the future
of America includes globalization, demographics and public policy issues rooted
in factual information. Most important, his presentations are full of ideas that can
be used to harness our unlimited future. Mr. Asmus’s books include: Apollo: An
Outer Space Economic Adventure (1996) and ClintonCare: Putting Government in
Charge of Your Health (1994).

Jeremy Siegel
Professor of Finance, Wharton School of the University of Pennsylvania who has
written and lectured extensively about the economy and financial markets and is
a regular columnist for Kiplinger’s. He served as head of economics training at
JP Morgan and is now academic director of the U.S. Securities Industry Institute.
His latest book, Stocks for the Long Hun, was named by The Washington Post as
one of the 10 best investment books of all time.

Register by 12/10/04

and

SAVE $50!
www.cpa2biz.com/conferences
888.777.7077

The

Planner

Conference

agenda

AICPA Personal Financial Planning Conference

CONFERENCE TRACKS: l-INVESTMENT EP-ESTATE PLANNING O-OTHER PM-PRACTICE MANAGEMENT RM-RISK MANAGEMENT R&FP-RETIREMENT & FINANCIAL PLANNING
FIELDS OF STUDY: C-CONSULTING E-ETHICS M-MANAGEMENT PD-PERSONAL DEVELOPMENT SK-SPECIALIZED KNOWLEDGE T-TAX

Topics and speakers are subject to change.

MONDAY, JANUARY 10 MAIN CONFERENCE - DAY TWO

SATURDAY, JANUARY 8 PRE-CONFERENCE OPTIONAL PFSWORKSHOP
11:00 am - 5:00 pm Optional Workshop for PFS Credential Holders
(lunch provided)
401 Marketing and Communications for PFS Credential
Holders — A Practical Training Workshop C
T. David Colgren, COLCOMGROUP, Inc., New York, NY
Brad J. Monterio, COLCOMGROUP, Inc., New York, NY
Module A: Marketing PFS in Your Practice
Module B: Communications/Spokesperson Training
Module C: Developing Effective Story Pitches
5:00 pm - 6:00 pm Personal Financial Specialist Credential Committee’s
Welcome Reception
Begin the Conference with a Tropical Breeze - Join
Your Colleagues at the PFS Credential Committee’s
Welcome Reception for All Attendees

7:00 am - 5:55 pm
7:00 am - 8:00 am
8:00 am - 9:30 am

9:30 am -10:15 am
10:15 am -11:30 am
I

SUNDAY, JANUARY 9 PRE-CONFERENCE OPTIONAL SESSIONS
8:00 am - 6:00 pm Registration & Message Center Open
9:00 am-12:00 pm Pre-Conference Optional Workshop (additional fee)
101 Realizing The Opportunity: Your Road Map to
Incorporating Investment and Insurance Services
Into Your CPA Practice
John Bowen, CEG Worldwide, LLC, San Martin, CA
12:30 pm-1:45 pm Concurrent Vendor Sessions (Select one) (complimentary)
201 An In-Depth Look at College Planning
and 529 Plans T
Jay J. Steinacher, Union Bank, Lincoln, NE
202 Learn How to Become a Successful Financial
Planner, From a CPA’s Perspective PD
Chas R Smith, Chas P. Smith & Associates, PA, CPAs,
Lakeland, FL
203 The Top 10 Things Every CPA/Financial Planner
Must Know About Self-Directed Retirement
Arrangements SK, T
Hubert Bromma, Entrust Bank & Trust, Oakland, CA
204 Managing Client Relationships & Expectations
Igor Zey, Trusted Advisors/AXA Financial, Los Angeles, CA
2:00 pm-3:15 pm Concurrent Vendor Sessions (Select one) (complimentary)
205 Concurrent Vendor/Client Sessions (tbd)
206 Concurrent Vendor/Client Sessions (tbd)
207 Concurrent Vendor/Client Sessions (tbd)
208 Concurrent Vendor/Client Sessions (tbd)
3:30 pm - 4:30 pm TH1 Town Hall Meeting SK

SUNDAY, JANUARY 9 MAIN CONFERENCE - DAY ONE
4:30 pm - 4:45 pm

4:45 pm - 6:00 pm

6:00 pm - 7:30 pm

Welcome Remarks & PFP Update
Steven Levey, The GHP Financial Group, Denver, CO
Keynote Presentation
1 Prospects For and the State of the American
Economy SK
Barry Asmus, Senior Economist, National Center for
Policy Analysis
Welcome Reception in the Exhibit Area

I

RM

PM

0

11:30 am -12:15 pm
12:15 pm -12:45 pm

12:45 pm -12:55 pm
12:55 pm -2:10 pm
I
EP

EP

PM

R&FP

2:10 pm - 2:55 pm
The Planner — November/December 2004

Registration & Message Center Open
Continental Breakfast and Vendor Display
General Session
2 Fiduciary Jeopardy SK
Host:Alan Rothstein, Rothstein & Company, LLC, Avon, CT
Contestants: Clark Blackman II, Investec Advisory Group,
L.P., Houston, TX
Joel Framson, Allied Consulting Group, Los Angeles, CA
Michele Schaff, Ardor Fiduciary Services Ltd., Northfield, IL
David E. Graven, Burg Simpson Eldredge Hersh &
Jardine, P.C., Englewood, CO
Morning Refreshment Break & Vendor Display
Concurrent Sessions (Select one)
3 Designing Lower Volatility Portfolios SK
Lou Stanasolovich, Legend Financial Advisors Inc.,
Pittsburgh, PA
4 Low Cost Investing SK (repeated in session 8)
Tom Connelly, Versant Capital Management, Inc.,
Phoenix, AZ
5 Life Insurance SK
Lee J. Slavutin, Stern Slavutin 2, Inc., New York, NY
6 True Confessions of Advisor Software Users SK
Andrew Gluck, Advisor Products, Inc., Westbury, NY
Steven Levey, The GHP Financial Group, Denver, CO
Bob Jazwinski, JFS Wealth Advisors, Hermitage, PA
7 529s: Are They What They Are Cracked up to Be?...
The Questions You Should be Asking SK
Joe Hurley, Saving for College.Com, LLC, Pittsford, NY
Luncheon
Luncheon Presentation
Capturing the Potential: How CPA Firms are Building
Successful Financial Services Businesses SK
John Bowen, CEG Worldwide, LLC, San Martin, CA
Change Break
Concurrent Sessions (Select one)
8 Low Cost Investing SK (repeat of session 4)
9 Top 5 for Estate Planning ($1-5m) SK
Jack Fitzgerald Jr., Nixon Peabody LLP, Rochester, NY
Joe Votava, Nixon Peabody LLP, Washington, DC
10 Financial Planning for Non-Traditional Situations SK, T
Cynthia L. Conger, The Arkansas Financial Group, Inc.,
Little Rock, AR
Sheryl Garrett, The Garrett Planning Network, Inc.,
Shawnee Mission, KS
11 Are You Ready for a Compliance Crackdown? SK, T
Moderator: David E. Graven, Burg Simpson Eldredge
Hersh & Jardine, P.C., Englewood, CO
Panelists: Brian S. Hamburger, Marketcounsel, LLC,
Teaneck, NJ
Rob Stype, Adviser Compliance Associates, Washington, DC
12 Insights into Retirement Planning SK
Ruth Czirr, Professional Counseling Associates,
Little Rock, AR
Afternoon Refreshment Break & Vendor Display

2:55 pm -4:10 pm
I

EP

RM

PM

0

6:00 pm - 8:00 pm

Concurrent Sessions (Select one)
13 Investment Survival in a Low Interest World SK
Richard A. Ferri, Portfolio Solutions, LLC, Troy, Ml
14 How to Review Wills & Trusts SK
Joe Votava, Nixon Peabody LLP, Washington, DC
Jack Fitzgerald Jr., Nixon Peabody LLP, Rochester, NY
15 Discovering Life Settlements SK
David Friedman, Maple Life Financial, Bethesda, MD
Jim Warring, Rubino & McGeehin, Chartered/R&M Wealth
Management Services, LLC, Bethesda, MD
16 CPA/Financial Planner Stupid Marketing Mistakes SK
Andy Gluck, Advisor Products, Inc., Westbury, NY
17 ElderCare Issues SK
Mike Schulman, Schulman CPA, New York, NY
Outdoor Networking Reception

1:00 pm - 2:30 pm
I

EP

RM

PM

PM

TUESDAY, JANUARY 11 MAIN CONFERENCE - DAY THREE
7:00 am - 5:25 pm
7:00 am - 8:00 am
7:00 am - 7:50 am

7:50 am - 8:00 am
8:00 am - 9:30 am

9:30 am-10:15 am
10:15 am -11:45 am
I

EP

RM
RM

R&FP

11:45 am -12:15 pm
12:15 pm -12:55 pm

12:55 pm -1:00 pm

Registration & Message Center Open
Continental Breakfast and Vendor Display
Breakfast Roundtables (select one)
301 Approaching a National Financial Literacy Crisis:
How CPAs Will Make a Difference PD
Carl George, Clifton Gunderson, Peoria, IL
302 Don’t Risk Going Unnoticed — Strategies to
Market Your PFP Practice SK
Brad J. Monterio, COLCOMGROUP, Inc., New York, NY
Change Break
Keynote Presentation
18 What’s Ahead for the Markets Now? SK
Jeremy J. Siegel, Professor of Finance, Wharton School
of the University of Pennsylvania
Morning Refreshment Break & Vendor Display
Concurrent Sessions (Select one)
19 Asset Allocation: Balancing Financial Risk SK
(repeated in session 32)
Roger C. Gibson, Gibson Capital Management, Ltd.,
Pittsburgh, PA
20 Domestic and Foreign Asset Protection Planning SK
Robert E. Ward, Robert E. Ward & Associates, P.C.,
Bethesda, MD
21 Disability Insurance SK
Martin J. Satinsky, Smart & Associates, LLP, Devon, PA
22 Long-term Health Care Expenses — How to
Project Them and Determine Where LTC Insurance
Fits in This Puzzle SK
John S. Haslett, The Haslett Management Group, Inc.,
Reston, VA
Katheryn McCabe Votava, GoodCare.Com, Pittsford, NY
23 Planning Strategies for Stock-Based
Compensation SK (repeated in session 31)
Dave Strege, Syverson, Strege, Sandager & Company,
West De Moines, IA
Luncheon
Luncheon Presentation: AICPA Initiatives SK
Al Anderson, AICPA, New York, NY
Joel Framson, Allied Consulting Group, Los Angeles, CA
Change Break

2:30 pm -3:15 pm
3:15 pm -4:30 pm
PM

Concurrent Sessions (Select one)
24 Goals-Based Investment SK
Daniel Nevins, SEI Investments, Oaks, PA
25 Family Limited Partnerships — Go Forward and
Prosper, But Watch Your Step! SK, T
Mel H. Abraham, Mel H. Abraham, CPA, CVA, ABV, ASA,
Wood Ranch, CA
26 Managing Your Professional Liability Exposure SK
John Kenny, AON Insurance Services, Hatboro, PA
Jeffrey M. Day, CNA Global Specialty Lines, Chicago, IL
27 Business Models that Work in a CPA Firm M
Jim Warring, Rubino & McGeehin, Chartered/R&M Wealth
Management Services, LLC, Bethesda, MD
Joe Jacques, Jacques Financial, LLC, Rockville, MD
Lyle Benson, L.K. Benson & Company, PC, Baltimore, MD
28 Creating an Investment Policy Statement SK
Norman M. Boone, Boone Financial Advisors, San Francisco, CA
Linda S. Lubitz, The Lubitz Financial Group, Miami, FL
Afternoon Refreshment Break & Vendor Display
General Session
29 Who are You Competing Against? SK
Howard Gendel, Advisor Products Inc., Westbury, NY

WEDNESDAY, JANUARY 12 MAIN CONFERENCE - DAY FOUR
7:00 am-11:20 am Registration & Message Center Open
7:00 am - 8:00 am Continental Breakfast and Vendor Display
7:00 am - 7:50 am Breakfast Roundtables (Select one)
303 How to Turn Accounting Clients into Financial
Planning Clients SK
Irv Diamond, REDW Stanley Financial Advisors, LLC,
Albuquerque, NM
304 If You Must Disclose...What Do You Need To? E
Mike Eisenberg, Michael Eisenberg Accountancy
Corporation, Los Angeles, CA
Joel Framson, Allied Consulting Group, Los Angeles, CA
305 The Facts on Workplace Flexibility SK
Barbara Vigilante, AICPA, New York, NY
7:50 am - 8:00 am Change Break
8:00 am - 9:30 am General Session
30 Advanced Investment Planning Ideas SK
Moderator: Tom Connelly, Versant Capital Management, Inc.,
Phoenix, AZ
Panelists: Daniel Nevins, SEI Investments, Oaks, PA;
Roger C. Gibson, Gibson Capital Management, Ltd., Pittsburgh, PA;
William T. Ziemba, Sloan School of Management, MIT,
Cambridge, MA
9:30 am - 9:50 am Morning Refreshment Break
9:50 am-11:20 am Concurrent Sessions (Select one)
31 Planning Strategies for Stock-Based
Compensation SK (repeat of session 23)
32 Asset Allocation: Balancing Financial Risk SK
(repeat of session 19)
33 The Virtual Office Tools SK
PM
Joel Bruckenstein, Virtual Office News, Miramar, FL
RM
34 Health Savings Accounts SK, T
35 The Stochastic Programming Approach to Asset
Liability & Wealth Management
William T. Ziemba, Sloan School of Management, MIT,
Cambridge, MA
11:20 am
Conference Adjourns
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Registration
4 WAYS TO REGISTER FAST

MAIL: Complete and mail the form to:
AICPA Conference Registration, PO Box 2210, Jersey City, NJ 07303-2210

ONLINE*: www.cpa2biz.com/conferences
PHONE*: 1-888-777-7077 or 1-201-938-3000
FAX*: 1-800-870-6611 or 1-201-938-3108

Credit card registration only (AICPA VISA® Credit Card, American Express®, Diners Club®, Discover MasterCard or VISA®)

RECOMMENDED CPE CREDIT
Up to 24.5 (Main conference), up to 5 for workshop 401; 3 for workshop 101 and
up to 3 for vendor sessions.
This conference was prepared in accordance with the Joint AICPA/NASBA Statement
on Standards for Continuing Professional Education effective on January 1,2002. The
recommended CPE Credits are in accordance with these standards; however, your
individual state board is the final authority.

CONFERENCE FEE
Registration fees are determined by current membership status in the PFP Section, PFS
Designee, Tax Division or AICPA. Please indicate member number on the registration form to
obtain the correct discount. Fee for conference includes all sessions, conference materials,
continental breakfasts, refreshment breaks, luncheons and receptions. Fee for optional
workshops includes all session materials and refreshment breaks. Registration for groups
of 10 or more individuals per organization may qualify for additional discounts, please email
groupsales@cpa2biz.com for more information. Please note: There is no smoking during
the conference sessions.
Suggested attire: Business casual.
Prices and agenda are subject to change without notice.

Program Code: PFP05
CANCELLATION POLICY
Full refunds will be issued if written cancellation requests are received by 12/19/04. Refunds,
less a $100 administrative fee, will be issued on written requests received before 1/2/05.
Due to financial obligations incurred by AICPA, no refunds will be issued on cancellation
requests after 1/2/05. For further information, call CPA2Biz Member Satisfaction Team
at 1-888-777-7077 or send email to service@cpa2biz.com.

HOTEL AND GROUND TRANSPORTATION INFORMATION
Contact the hotel directly to obtain their policy on reservations, deposits and cancellations.
Rooms will be assigned on a space-available basis only. Note, this conference is expected to
sell out, so please make hotel arrangements as soon as possible. To receive our special group
rates, mention that you will be attending the AICPA Personal Financial Planning Conference.

are approximate)
Taxi Service: $30 each way; 1 hour from San Juan International Airport

AIRLINE INFORMATION
The AICPA has a special arrangement with Carlson Wagonlit Travel — The Leaders
Group to assist you with your travel arrangements. This travel agency may be reached at
1 -800-345-5540. If you prefer to make your own travel plans, be sure to mention the
participating airline’s reference number (listed below) to take advantage of deeply discounted
“Zone Fares” that do not require a Saturday night stay over. Discounts are valid for round trip
registered AICPA meetings or conferences only. Some restrictions may apply.

Continental Airlines 1-800-525-1700 Agreement Code: U13N2K ZCode:ZG3E
Delta Air Lines
1 -800-241 -6760 File #206964A
CAR RENTAL
Hertz Car Rental — AICPA Member Discounts: Call 1-800-654-2240 Ref. Code
CV#021H0010. Airline and car rental discounts are available only when you or your travel agent
book through the 1 -800 number. We strongly advise you to confirm your conference registration
and hotel reservation prior to making your travel plans. The AICPA is not liable for any penalties
incurred if you cancel/change your airline reservations. Rates are subject to availability.

EXHIBIT AND SPONSORSHIP OPPORTUNITIES
Don’t miss the opportunity to present and sell your organization’s services and products
to thousands of CPAs and financial professionals at the AICPA conference. For detailed
information on conference exhibit and sponsorship opportunities, please call (201) 938-3054
or send your email to exhibit@aicpa.org.
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MEMBERSHIP INFORMATION
Very important—please be sure to complete.

□ Yes □ No

_________________________________________
Membership No. (Required for discount prices)

PFP Section/PFS Designee/Tax Division? □ Yes □ No
NICKNAME FOR BADGE

BUSINESS TELEPHONE

E-MAIL ADDRESS

REGISTRATION INFORMATION
Please photocopy this form for additional registrants. If the information on your label is incorrect, please complete the following:

LAST NAME

100 Conquistador Avenue, Fajardo, Puerto Rico 00738

Hotel Phone: (787) 863-1000
Hotel Registration: (800) 468-5228
Hotel Room Rate: $164 (plus resort fee and tax, currently 11.5%)
Hotel Reservation Cutoff Date: December 10,2004
Ground Transportation — to and from the hotel and airport (please note rates and times

form

Registration
AICPA Member?

Wyndham El Conquistador Resort

FIRST NAME

Mi

Select one from each time period.

SUNDAY, JANUARY 9

Concurrent Sessions

12:30 pm - 1:45 pm
2:00 pm - 3:15 pm
3:30 pm - 4:30 pm

□ 201
□ 202
□ 203
□ 205
□ 206
□ 207
□Town Hall Meeting

MONDAY, JANUARY 10

Concurrent Sessions

10:15 am -11:30 am
12:55 pm - 2:10 pm
2:55 pm - 4:10 pm

□3
□8
□ 13

□5
□ 10
□ 15

□4
□9
□ 14

TUESDAY, JANUARY 11

Concurrent Sessions

7:00 am - 7:50 am
10:15 am - 11:45 am
1:00 pm - 2:30 pm

□ 301
□ 19
□ 24

□ 302
□ 20
□ 25

□ 21
□ 26

WEDNESDAY, JANUARY 12

Concurrent Sessions

7:00 am - 7:50 am
9:50 am -11:20 am

□ 303
□ 31

□ 304
□ 32

□ 305
□ 33

□ 204
□ 208

□6
□ 11
□ 16

□7
□ 12
□ 17

□ 22
□ 27

□ 23
□ 28

□ 34

□ 35

FIRM NAME OR AFFILIATION

PAYMENT INFORMATION
STREET ADDRESS

SUITE

PO BOX

CITY

STATE

zip

CONFERENCE FEES

□ AICPA VISA® Credit Card†

PFP Section/PFS Designee/ AICPA
Member
Tax Division Member
$795
$895

MAIN CONFERENCE

Nonmember

□ MasterCard®

$945

$1,145

EXP. DATE

$150
$0

$150
$0

$150
$0

SIGNATURE

In accordance with the Americans with Disabilities Act, do you have any special needs?

$______

$______

$______

$____ __

□ Yes

□ No

(If yes, you will be contacted.)

Please provide guest name(s)_______

TOTAL

□ VISA®

CARD NO.

$845

$75 per person x_____ (# of people) = $______

$______

call 1-866-CPA-VISA for more

□ Diners Club®

$1,095

SAVE $50 by 12/10/04

□ M01 Regular Registration
OPTIONAL WORKSHOPS
□ Session 101
□ Session 401 (complimentary)
Guest Fee

□ Discover®

□ American Express®

The Planner — November/December 2004
CPA2-0713

G50028

†If you don’t presently have an
AICPA VISA® Credit Card, please

OR Please bill my credit card for $.

Please circle appropriate rate.

□ M02 Early Bird Discount

Full payment must accompany registration form.

My check for $payable to AICPA is enclosed.

information or to apply for the card.

Continued from page 4
fits. The Guide is state-specific and includes
many tables that provide contact information
by state for various services.
Another chapter presents the myriad of hous
ing options available to older adults including
options for remaining at home. A nursing
home checklist is included as well as selec
tion criteria when choosing a nursing home
for loved ones.

The Guide also contains lists of many organi
zations catering to the needs of older adult
clients. Telephone numbers, Web site
addresses, and other contact information are
included for easy reference. In addition, the
reader will find links and other resources to
obtain additional information about helpful

organizations and publications. The Guide also
contains "frequently asked questions" posed by
practitioners who are advising older adult clients
and their adult children. Finally, the Guide has a
section which contains an extensive group of
sample documents and checklists.

CPA ElderCare/PrimePlus Services: A
Practitioner's Resource Guide, Second Edition,
will enable you to help your clients feel com
fortable in your office, understand your com
munications, and empower you with the
knowledge to better serve your older adult
clients and their families. The Guide can be
ordered by calling 888-777-7077 or through
www.cpa2biz.com/store. The product number
is 022505ZK. •

A Small Company Defined Benefit
Plan—Cutting Taxes for the Very
Successful Self-Employed
By Art Leaffer
There are the self-employed and then there
are the very successful self-employed—those
earning $150,000, $250,000, or substantially
more business income.
Some are one-person companies and some
have employees. Some are sole proprietors,
some LLCs; some are C corporations, some S
corporations. Regardless of the type of busi
ness entity, the very successful self-employed
often display three common characteristics:

• They are in their mid-40s or older.
• They pay high taxes and complain loudly.
• They want to put away more money for
their retirement—fast.

Your clients who are like this have likely taken
all the obvious steps to reduce their taxes.
They've probably established a 401(k) or prof
it sharing plan, which allows them to con
tribute up to a ceiling of $41,000 (or $44,000
if they're over 50) in 2004.

A Prototype Defined
Benefit Plan
Your clients may not be aware of opportuni
ties available to them using a small business

defined benefit plan. For the right clients, a
defined benefit plan may simultaneously per
mit them to sharply cut current taxes and
build up much larger retirement assets.

Attention PFP Members!
Save More than 20% on
a Valuable Resource
CPA ElderCare/Primeplus: A
Practitioner's Resource Guide

The Second Edition of CPA
ElderCare/Primeplus: A
Practitioner's Resource Guide
(No.022505CR) is available at
a special savings to members
of the AICPA PFP Section.
Order today at $99, a savings
of $30 on the regular member
price of $129. You can order
by calling 888-777-7077
(be sure to mention product
number 022505CR to receive
the special discount). Or, visit
www. cpa2biz.com/store and
click Eldercare located under
Personal Financial Planning.
When ordering online be sure
to enter coupon discount code
CR in your shopping cart.

In the last few years, the prototype small
business defined benefit plan has gained a
foothold in the marketplace and is currently
offered by a number of financial service compa
nies. It can probably best be described as a pack
aged very small business defined benefit plan.

These are prototype defined benefit plans
designed for businesses employing one to five
people, including the owner. In certain ways
you can think of it as a "turbo-charged Keogh":

In certain
ways, you
can think

• It has an IRS-approved prototype plan docu
ment like Keogh-type plans, so the costs,
time, and sometimes frustration of dealing
with attorneys and the IRS disappear.

of a small

• Contributions to the plan for 2004 can be as
much as $100,000 or more each year until
your client retires—much more in some cases.

plan as a

• Unlike the old Keogh-type or the small busi
ness 401 (k) or other defined contribution
plans, this kind of plan is not limited by a
low contribution ceiling. The exact contribu
tion amount depends on your client's age,
highest average earned income over three

Personal
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years, and the number of years to
retirement.

The result is potentially a very large
tax savings, certainly enough to get
the attention of even the most dis
tracted small business owners and
independent professionals making a
lot of money and paying a lot in taxes.

Eligible Contributions
Contributions can be invested in vir
tually any traditional investment
vehicle that is eligible to be con
tributed to a 401 (k) or profit sharing
plan, from stocks and bonds
through mutual funds and annuities.
When the client retires, the plan is
typically terminated and the client's
money is rolled over to an IRA.

Not Everyone
Qualifies or Should
Open One
A key fact is that not everyone qual
ifies or should open a defined bene
fit plan. Generally, for the plan to
work, the client should be age 45 or
older, typically receive at least
$75,000 a year in earned income,
and be able and willing to make a
significant contribution for at least
three consecutive years.

Two Groups Often
Missed
There are two types of groups of
clients often missed who could ben
efit from a defined benefit plan. The
first is self-employed spouses (real
estate agents, decorators, store
owners, and so on) of high-income
corporate executives who want to
tax-defer every penny they can. A
self-employed spouse age 59 earn
ing $60,000, $75,000, or $80,000
may be able to shelter nearly 100%
of income, if it is not needed for liv
ing expenses. The second group is
employed individuals who have sec
ond incomes. A vice president of
marketing who contributes to his
employer's 401 (k) and receives
PFP PLANNER — November/December 2004

income for sitting on a board of
directors can establish a defined
benefit plan for his self-employment
income. A professor at a business
school who contributes to a 403(b)
can do the same for her consulting
income.
You don't have to be a pension
expert to make this work for your
clients. A completely packaged pro
gram that provides all the knowl
edge and technical support—includ
ing telephone support—is available
on the Internet at www.onepersonplus.com. The program is supported
by Metavante Retirement Plan
Services, a national third-party
administrator. Versions of the small
business defined benefit plan are
also available through various finan
cial services firms, including The
Hartford, Oppenheimer Funds,
Pioneer Funds, Legg Mason, and UBS.

Special Concerns With
a Defined Benefit Plan
There are special concerns when
establishing a defined benefit plan,
so it is important the client be prop
erly screened before the plan is
established. These concerns include
situations where:
• Large contributions to a qualified
retirement plan in certain cases
will be offset by the alternative
minimum tax, so it is important to
"run the numbers."

• Clients (and possibly clients'
spouses) who have ownership in
more than one company may find
themselves with a controlled
group situation where if a plan is
established, it must cover more
than one firm.
• A client who has terminated a
defined benefit plan in the past
must take the prior benefits of the
earlier plan into account when
establishing the new plan.

A defined benefit plan must typical
ly be established by the last day of

a firm's fiscal year - December 31 st
for most small businesses but often
a different date for corporations—in
order to receive a deduction for the
current tax year. The plan does not
need to be funded until taxes are
filed, including extensions (but not
later than September 15). If a
defined benefit plan is the solution
for some of your clients, it is impor
tant to get started early enough so
that all the "i's are dotted and the
"t's" are crossed.

Conclusion
A recent AARP study estimates that
54% of the self-employed are age
45 or older. That suggests large
numbers of your clients will qualify
for the plan in terms of age. You
should be able to identify the subset
that also qualifies in terms of
income. The only issue, then, is let
ting them know you are paying
close attention to their needs and
have an idea they may want to con
sider. For some, it will be exactly
what they are looking for. •

ART LEAFFER is co-founder
of Leaffer Shapiro LLC, a con
sulting firm specializing in
developing, packaging, and
marketing retirement programs
for financial service compa
nies. He has served as a direc
tor at Charles Schwab, and as
vice president of retirement
programs marketing at both
Bank of America and Wells
Fargo Bank and has spear
headed development and sup
ported the launch of many con
sumer and business retirement
programs. His publications
include Using the Web to
Educate Investors About
Retirement Programs (Security
Industry Trends, Volume XXV,
No. 3). He earned a BA from
the Hebrew University,
Jerusalem, and an MBA from
San Francisco State University.

Disaster Preparedness: A Guide
to Financial Issues
The AICPA and the National Endowment for
Financial Education (NEFE) are pleased to
announce a new jointly-written resource
guide, Disaster Preparedness: A Guide to
Financial Issues.

• Pay for mitigation process.
• Plan financially for the possibility of a job
loss or disability.

The Guide was developed in response to the
need for a resource to help individuals and
families prepare for a time when they are
most in need and often vulnerable to financial
challenges—following a disaster. Previously,
there were no comprehensive, authoritative,
easy-to-use resources for disaster prepared
ness for individuals.

The Guide provides sugges
tions for steps individuals
can take to:
• Protect their family's health, life, and prop
erty with adequate insurance.

• Consider disaster vulnerability and mitiga
tion before making decisions about relocat
ing and making major purchases.

• Safeguard important financial and legal
records.
• Prepare loved ones to weather a disaster
even if you are not there to care for them.

The Guide is being distributed by participating
local chapters of the American Red Cross
across the United States, and is offered as a
public service of the AICPA, AICPA
Foundation, American Red Cross, and NEFE.

A resource
guide to

help individuals
and families
prepare for

the financial

challenges
that follow

a disaster.

All PFP Section members will receive a gratis
copy; the Guide will also be provided free of
charge by the American Red Cross. If you do
not receive your copy, please contact
pfp@aicpa.org. Additional copies of the
Guide will be available to CPA members of
the AICPA at a nominal fee for use with their
clients. Section members will receive infor
mation on how to order additional copies. •

Update Your E-Mail Address Today!
You know the old conundrum... "If a tree falls
in the forest and no one is there to hear it,
does it make a sound?" Take a moment to
ask yourself:
• Are you receiving a monthly letter from the
Chair of the AICPA PFP Executive
Committee by e-mail?
• Are you receiving an electronic copy of the
monthly PFP E-News by e-mail?

• Are you receiving a monthly e-mail high
lighting one of your benefits as a PFP
Section member?
If you answered "no" to any of these questions,
we might not have your up-to-date contact
information. To ensure that you receive all of
the PFP Membership Section benefits to which
you are entitled, we request that you send us
your current e-mail address.

Send an e-mail to service@aicpa.org, telling
us the e-mail address where you want to
receive AICPA communications. Be sure to
include your full name, and your AICPA mem
ber number if possible.
The sooner you let us know, the sooner we
can keep you apprised of developments
within your PFP community.

For questions about your subscription to
Planner or other questions about your PFP
Membership Section benefits, please contact
us at pfp@aicpa.org, or leave a voicemail
message at (201) 938-3828, option 1.
Don't miss out on important announcements
and news from the PFP community! Update
your e-mail address today.
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Getting the Most Out of the 2005
Personal Financial Planning Conference
Planning on attending the PFP Conference? If
not, think about it. To learn about the bene
fits of this conference, peruse the centerfold
brochure in this issue. Here's some guidance
on gaining the best return on your invest
ment of time and resources at this confer
ence and other conferences you attend.. The
guidance comes from professional speaker
Randi Freidig, who coaches professionals in
such areas as personal marketing, relation
ship strategies, and communication skills.
The following article is reprinted with Ms.
Freidig's permission.

Getting the best return on your investment
of time at conferences and meetings is
important. Whether the meeting is at the
state, regional, or national level, spending
some time planning beforehand will give you
an advantage.
You'll want to review the session topics,
note who is attending, identify industry
experts and the media, designate trade

show exhibits of interest, and then plan your
time with your career and professional goals
in mind.

Today, the main source of education for busi
ness people is in the meeting rooms of con
ference halls and hotels. Since our time and
money is limited, it's best to look seriously
at how you spend both when attending con
ferences, conventions, and annual meetings.
Here are some tips to help you get the best
return on your investment of time at a meeting:

•List at least five things you need to know
and hope to learn in order to solve a cur
rent problem or to expand your skills.
•List the people you want to meet from a
list of attendees, speakers, media repre
sentatives, and exhibitors. Jot down ques
tions to ask these people.

At the conference:
•Stay focused on your goals and objectives.

•Always sit with new people and introduce
yourself.
•Carry your business cards to exchange
with others.

• Jot down one to three ideas you get from
each session you attend.

After the conference:
•Consolidate your ideas into a one-page
report. Share it with your manager and
associates (good self-marketing).
•Date and file the business cards you
received from others and enter into contact
management software.

•Follow up on promises made to others.

•Send thank-you and acknowledgement
notes (a good way to build allies).

Randi Freidig is based in Seattle.
She can be reached at 206-284-3833.
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